TECHNICAL DATA
TECHNICAL BULLETIN

AKWASEAL® INJECTION GROUTS
AKWASEAL LV FORMULATION CHANGE & TWO NEW CATALYSTS - CAT-230 AND CAT-240
In our continuing effort to improve our products while maintaining compliance with newly implemented policies from The
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Global Harmonization System (GHS), CETCO has updated the AKWASEAL LV
and AKWASEAL FLEX product lines. The new policies relate specifically to the labelling, packaging and shipping of finished
products.
CETCO has developed new advanced formulas which now exclude the additives subject to the new regulations. The new
advanced formulations maintain the characteristics of the current AKWASEAL products while improving some of the products
properties. The changes outlined below apply to AKWASEAL LV, AKWASEAL FLEX, and their respective catalysts purchased
after April 20th, 2020.
Prior to these changes AKWASEAL LV and AKWASEAL FLEX both utilized the same catalyst. AKWASEAL LV and AKWASEAL
FLEX products purchased after April 20th, 2020 will now be sold with their own catalysts which are intended specifically for
use with only the AKWASEAL resin they are purchased with.
AKWASEAL LV shipments will now include a 0.95 Liter (1-Quart) can of AKWASEAL CAT-230. AKWASEAL FLEX shipments will
now include a 0.95 Liter (1-Quart) can of AKWASEAL CAT-240.
The catalysts sold with AKWASEAL LV and AKWASEAL FLEX are to only be used with their respective AKWASEAL resin and
are not to be interchanged. The catalyst, AKWASEAL CATALYST, purchased prior to April 20th, 2020 which may still be in our
customers inventory can only be used with AKWASEAL FLEX and not AKWASEAL LV.
In addition to the changes with the catalysts, the AKWASEAL LV resin formulation has been changed while the AKWASEAL
FLEX formulation has not been altered. In order to help our customers differentiate the difference between old AKWASEAL LV
and the new AKWASEAL LV resin, AKWASEAL LV purchased after April 20th will include a code “20-C43” in the bottom right
hand corner of the label (see below).
Questions or concerns related to these changes can be directed to CETCO Technical Services at tech.services@mineralstech.
com
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